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Abstract: Any attempt at evolving policies to address the global climate change and energy security issues 
must take a holistic view of the various factors influencing them. These seven factors – Energy, Ecology, 
Economy, Employment, Equity, Entropy, Ethics—constitute a web with intricate interconnections. The 
paper gives a glimpse of these interconnections and indicates how lack of recognition of these 
interconnections has led, in the past, to suggestions – like reducing the specific fuel consumption of cars – 
which, have eventually proved to be counter productive. The paper also illustrates how an appreciation of 
these interconnections can suggest novel strategies to address these twin problems. The analysis presented 
in the paper brings out that the present crisis of energy, ecology, economy, (un)employment and (in) equity 
has its roots in a crisis of ethics and values, which in turn influence the technology choice. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
 
     The award of Noble Peace Prize to the IPCC team has brought the issue of climate change to the centre 
stage of international debates on sustainability. The climate change is directly linked to the increase in 
carbon-dioxide content in earth’s atmosphere, which in turn is inextricably linked to the global 
consumption of fossil (hydrocarbon) fuels whose combustion is the prime contributor to this increase. The 
stocks of these fossil fuels, which form the backbone of modern economy, are also getting rapidly depleted 
by their ever increasing consumption. The most recent data [1] indicate that the “proven reserve” to 
“production” ratio of world’s oil - the most versatile of these fossil fuels -- was 41.6 years at the end of 
2007. Clearly, to ensure its availability for future generations, there is a need to reduce the consumption of 
oil, and even of other fossil fuels too, which is in conformity with the need to reduce the rate of increase of 
carbon dioxide content in atmosphere. However, the economy of a nation is directly linked to its per capita 
energy consumption, Figure 1, [4], and most developing nations resist any such suggestion since it may 
threaten their ‘development’. Thus energy and climate are strongly linked to the issue of economy. Further, 
the generic term ‘economy’ has various attributes of great social importance – like equity, employment-- 
which are influenced by the type of prime energy source used in a society. Thus any discourse on energy 
policy should recognise these, and any other not-so-evident interconnections. In this paper an attempt has 
been made to unravel this web of interconnections in the hope that it will enable policy makers to evolve 
better policies for sustainable living.  
 
2. ENERGY, ECOLOGY AND ECONOMY 
 
Historically, any change in the prime energy source of a society has resulted in a revolution in the life style. 
Thus domestication of animals and resulting easy availability of draft animal power played a key role in 
transition from hunter-gatherer society (where human muscle power was the only source of energy) to the 
agricultural society. Discovery of large stocks of coal (and steam engine) heralded the industrial revolution 
with its mechanised production in eighteenth century [2]. Slowly steam boilers and engines replaced animal 
draft power, wind mills and water wheels. Thus were sown the seeds of phenomenal increase in the carbon 
dioxide content of air, and in the economies of nations. The second industrial revolution [3] of nineteenth 
century  is usually associated with numerous discoveries resulting in technological advances, the two most 
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important of these being the invention of electricity and modern usage of petroleum oil products in internal 
combustion engines. International trade on a massive scale, as we see today, has become possible only due 
to the availability of convenient liquid fuel to power ships and aeroplanes. Before the advent of mechanised 
production, the trade was confined to local markets based primarily on barter. The first ‘modern’ national 
system of markets was put in place in England almost concurrently with the industrial revolution and the 
onset of mechanisation. The technological innovations that have become possible after the invention of 
electricity, the most versatile form of energy, are too well known to need elaboration. It would not be an 
exaggeration to say that globalisation, as we see it today, would not have been possible without oil and 
electricity. 

 
 
 
.  

Figure 1 GDP and per capita energy consumption relationship 

An important feature of these changes in the energy sources is the progressive increase in the 
‘concentration’ of energy – the acme of which is reached in the nuclear fuels. The centralised production in 
heavy industries, which forms the backbone of modern global economy, has been possible only because of 
these concentrated fuels. Centralisation of production gives economies of scale, but simultaneously it also 
results in centralisation of pollutants beyond the recuperative capacity of atmosphere. As the sizes of 
economies of all nations increase so do the industrial activity, the consumption of fossil fuels and the 
consequent global-warming. As indicated in Figure 1, [4] there is a direct correlation between per capita 
energy consumption and the GDP of nations. The ecological crises, and the rapid depletion in fossil fuel 
reserves, are thus the flip side of the much admired increase in the wealth of nations. 

The global warming and associated climate change however influence the economy negatively 
through losses caused by increased intensity of the storms, floods and draughts. The rough estimates of 
their economic impact during the last few decades, for which the data have been analysed, are shown in 
Figure 2 [5]. The impact is clearly quite significant and as the intensity of such events increases with 
increase in global warming, we can expect even greater damage to economy due to climate change, as 
predicted by the Stern Review Report [6]. It may be worth mentioning that just the losses to private 
insurance companies after a recent single disaster -the hurricane Katrina in US in 2005- are estimated at 40-
50 billion dollars 
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These intricate interconnections between energy, ecology and economy are indicated in the influence 
diagram, Figure 3. Following the standard convention, a + sign at the head of an arrow indicates that a 
change in the variable at its tail influences the variable at the head of the arrow in the same direction. It is 
evident from this diagram that unbridled growth in economy based on fossil fuels is unsustainable.  

Today, promoting consumerism by creating demand through advertising and planned 
obsolescence [7] has become an integral part of wealth creation. In such a scenario, rapid depletion of fossil 
fuels and rapid escalation in global warming, with all its serious consequences, are unavoidable unless a 
major shift to non-hydrocarbon sources of energy takes place soon.  

Nuclear energy is now being seen as a clean non-carbon energy source and resurgence in its use 
seems imminent. However, enormous amounts of fossil fuels are used to construct the massive concrete 
structures of nuclear reactors, as also to mine and process uranium ore. Moreover, we need to remember 
that till now no solution has been found to the problem of ‘final’ disposal of highly radioactive and toxic 
waste1 generated in nuclear power plants. 
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Figure 2 Economic losses from disasters

Figure3:  Energy –Ecology-Economy interrelationships 

  
Most renewable energy sources like solar energy and bio-fuels are diffused energy sources and thus are 
more suited for decentralised production systems. Thus ideally the projected increase in the share of 
renewable energy in future should to be accompanied by changes in the production systems. This linkage is 
often not appreciated resulting in enormous waste of energy. A ‘net’ is laid to trap the diffused energy over 
a large ‘catchment area’ to enable it to power heavy industries whose products are then transported to the 
consumers spread all over the place resulting in an easily avoidable wastage of energy at the collection 
point, and then in transportation of the produce. 
 
3. ENERGY, ECONOMY, ECOLOGY, EMPLOYMENT, EQUITY  
It is important to disaggregate the factors ‘economy’ and ‘energy’ considered above in an omnibus manner. 
Both could be divided into two categories, viz. the economies based on centralised or decentralised 
production systems; and the fossil or renewable energies. While fossil fuels are the only suitable source for 
centralised production in heavy industries, renewable energy resources are ideally suited for decentralised 
                                                 
1 To get an idea of the toxicity of Plutonium, it may be mentioned that one gram of Plutonium, if dispersed 
uniformly, is sufficient to kill a million people. 



production systems. These production systems influence the employment and equity differently, as 
discussed at length in [7], and shown in the influence diagram of Figure 4. Centralised production in heavy 
industries is capital intensive, so only a select few- the already rich- can benefit from it. It uses automation 
to bring down costs making it difficult for products of small industries to compete. Moreover, it creates 
much lesser employment opportunities per unit capital investment. All these factors exacerbate inequity in 
the society. It needs to be appreciated that bulk of the employment opportunities in developing nations are 
in un-organized sector. (e.g. in India only 14% of the workforce is in the organized sector), and so when the 
economy of a nation relying primarily on heavy industries grows, as has been happening in India ,China 
and other countries in the post liberalisation regime, the inequity in the society also grows. This is brought 
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out remarkably in the Figure 5, reference [9], which shows how the GINI index, a measure of inequity in 
the society, has been increasing in most nations after liberalisation of their economies which gave a spurt to 
the economic growth.  
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Figure 4:  Energy, Ecology, Economy, Employment Equity inter-relationships 

Clearly increasing use of renewable energy, which is diffused by its very nature, would not only improve 
ecology, but also promote employment and equity in the society, which are the greatest need of the modern 
times. Most sociologists agree that the increased crime and violence in the society today is being sustained 
by unemployed youth who see it as the only means of redressing the injustice of ‘inequity’. Enough  
empirical evidence is also available to support this thesis, see for example, [8], which brings out a strong 
correlation between increasing inequity and increasing homicides in Canada and the USA.  
 Thus while evolving a response to the crisis facing mankind today, we need to consider the pentad 
of energy, ecology, economy, employment and inequity.                            

Figure 5 Income disparities in nations after World War II 
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4. THE OTHER TWO Es : ENTROPY, ETHICS 
 
Most attempts to address the climate change and energy security issues have been based on the 
interrelationship between three of the Es mentioned above, viz. Energy and Ecology and Economy. The 
focus is generally on improving the energy supply, distribution, and usage efficiency through better power 
plants, newer renewable sources of energy, fuel efficient vehicles, efficient lighting systems, efficient air 
conditioning systems, improving the agricultural crop yields [10]; on reducing emissions by shifting to non 
carbon energy (like nuclear), capturing carbon di-oxide etc.; and on reducing poverty by increasing the 
economic growth. All these suggestions seem prima facie quite logical. Thus increase in energy efficiency 
would certainly reduce the energy consumption of every artifact at the micro level. However the social 
factors emanating from the prevailing materialistic world view can completely change their overall 
influence, by changing the macro picture, as is brought out by following examples: 
i) Increased fuel economy of cars boosted their sales with a net increase in fuel consumption in India. In US 
it has also resulted in increase in the average distance driven per year with the result that the motor vehicles 
in US consume 35% more fuel in 2000 than they did in 1980[11].  
ii) Increased recycling of aluminum cans reduced their costs and it has resulted in doubling the number of 
canned soft drinks consumed in USA. 
iii) Improvement in the efficiency of lighting systems has motivated use of higher intensity of illumination 
in UK with the result that electricity consumption per average km of British roads has increased twenty-
five fold in last eighty years.[11] 
In a similar vein we can recall the fact mentioned earlier: Increasing economic growth of nations has only 
increased the gap between the rich and the poor.  Clearly there is a need to account for the influence of the 
societal world view on the pentad of energy, ecology, economy, employment, equity.  It is proposed to do 
so by introduction of two more Es, namely Entropy and Ethics. 
The term ‘entropy’ is used in a generic sense to indicate the need to look at the energy issues from a 
broader perspective of the second law of thermodynamics, as extended to economic systems by Georgescu 
Roegen [12]. Briefly put, the ‘extended’ second law states that all natural processes involve exergy and 
material dissipation, exergy being the thermodynamic term for the maximum useful work that can be 
obtained from any energy source. The rate of dissipation of exergy/matter largely depends upon the 
lifestyle of the people, and the exergetic efficiency of the artifacts used. This law thus demands a rethink on 
the whole concept of ‘progress’ since we live in a planet with a finite endowment of energy and material 
resources [13]. As pointed out by Roegen, economists have created a myth about value addition through 
machine and labour since all that they can do is to transform the available matter/energy from a usable state 
to an unusable state providing some utility along the way. The second law thus makes us clear that no 
amount of technological innovation can sustain limitless growth in a planet with a finite stock of minerals, 
metals, fossil fuels and finite flow of solar energy. It is thus imperative that a shift be made to sustainable 
levels of consumption. As Daly and Townsend put [14]it : The term “sustainable development” ..makes 
sense only if it is understood as “development” without growth – i.e. qualitative improvement of a physical 
economic base that is maintained in a steady state by a throughput of matter-energy that is within the 
regenerative-assimilative capacities of the eco system Currently the term “sustainable development” is 
used as a synonym  for the oxymoronic “sustainable growth”. It must be saved from this perdition.  
 Today, unfortunately, the term growth has become synonymous with ‘development’ and 
‘progress’, and any mention of limiting the growth is seen as a regress. This demands a deeper 
understanding of the concept of progress, its raison d’etre. We have to ask: what is the purpose of 
economic growth, development, progress? The answer, of course, is quite obvious, and was given first by 
Adam Smith, the father of modern economics: well being and happiness of the society. Clearly if economic 
growth is accompanied by increasing damage to ecology, threat of exhaustion of fossil fuels and climate 
change, increasing inequity and social tension, and increase in crime and violence, such an economic 
growth does not increase the well being or happiness of the society. For a society to be truly happy, there 
should be no poverty or stark inequality, people should be gainfully employed in meaningful vocations, 
they should relate to each other with loving kindness and compassion, always ready to help those in 
distress, there should be safety and security, freedom to lead the kind of life one wants and express one’s 
opinion freely without any fear of oppression. This brings us into the realm of ethics – the seventh E—the 
basic principles of right conduct both for individuals as also for organizations and communities. It is 
interesting to mention here that even Adam Smith, the father of modern free market economics, recognized 
the need for markets to function with ethics and morals as is evident from the following passage from his 
magnum opus “Wealth of Nations…” quoted in a recent article [15]: “Justice [the human virtue of not 
harming others]…is the main pillar that supports the whole building. If justice is removed, the great fabric 
of human society which seems to have been under the darling care of Nature must in a moment crumble 



into atoms….Men, though naturally sympathetic, feel so little for others with whom they have no particular 
connection in comparison to what they feel for themselves. The misery of one who is merely their fellow 
creature is of so little importance to them in comparison to even a small convenience of their own. They 
have it so much in their power to hurt him and may have so many temptations to do so that if the principle 
of justice did not stand up within them in his defense and overawe them into a respect for his innocence, 
they would like wild beasts be ready to fly upon him at all times. Under such circumstances a man would 
enter an assembly of others as he enters a den of lions.”  
If we reflect deeply on the crisis of energy, ecology, economy, employment, equity we would find that its 
roots lie in a crisis of ethics and values than in wrong technology choices. In fact even these wrong choices 
have emanated from confusion in values, the confusion in understanding due to which one equates 
happiness with material acquisitions. Oriental philosophies have always understood happiness as a state of 
mind which need not be dependent on matter. Even the mainstream economists now recognise quality of 
life as a multidimensional concept involving satisfaction of a variety of needs which can be broadly 
classified into physical, emotional, intellectual and spiritual needs. All these needs are important, and are 
not substitutable. One can not, for example, satisfy the need for water to quench thirst by food, howsoever 
tasty. Similarly one can not fill spiritual vacuum in one’s life by an assortment of goods. But while the 
needs are finite – how much food can one eat, how many clothes one can wear or rooms one can live in – 
the wants are infinite. If one can not exercise self control and/or lacks a proper understanding of human 
happiness, these ‘wants’ become the ‘needs’; one stagnates at the level of satisfying these unending 
‘physical needs’, and gets no opportunity to satisfy the higher needs. This lack of satisfaction of emotional 
and other higher needs leads to perpetual discontentment and one tries to alleviate that discontentment with 
physical goods, power and authority. The result: unbridled consumerism and egotistic behaviour which are 
at the root of the energy-ecology crisis.  
These two Es – entropy and ethics – thus provide a framework from which can emerge holistic response to 
the energy-ecology crisis.  
 
5. HOW MUCH ENERGY DO WE NEED? 
 
Smil [11] has presented detailed analysis of the relationship of the per capita energy consumption in 
various countries with various quantifiable factors usually associated with ‘quality of life, like food 
availability, infant mortality,   female life expectancy, index of political freedom, and human development 
Index (HDI) as defined by UNDP (Figure 6 shows the data for HDI vs energy consumption). As is evident 
from Figure 6, [11], HDI (and indeed all other objective ‘indicators’ the quality of life) varies with average 
per capita energy use in a nonlinear manner. The rate of increase slows down appreciably beyond an energy 
consumption of about 1500kgoe/ year (64GJ/year) with virtually no additional gains accompanying 
consumption above 2600kgoe/year (110GJ/year). Concluding this analysis Smil [11] comments: Annual 
per capita energy consumption of between 50-70GJ thus appears to be the minimum for any society where 
a general satisfaction of essential physical needs is combined with fairly widespread opportunities for 
intellectual advancement.’  This conclusion is drawn on the basis of objective criteria for QOL generally 
accepted by economists. 
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Figure 6  HDI vs  Per capita use of commercial energy  



A survey on the subjective feeling of ‘satisfaction with personal life’ reported by Smil indicates that it has 
no correlation with economic well being  or per capita energy use as brought out by following table 
                 Per capita energy use     40 GJ(Thailand)     175GJ(Germany)         340 GJ(USA) 
  % of people satisfied           74%                       74%                             72% 
   with their life 
 
The same is brought out vividly by the Figure 7, adopted from Myers [24] ,which shows no change in the 
percentage of  people who are very happy with change in income. 
 

 
 

Figure 7 Average Incomes and Happiness in 
The United States, 1957-2002 

 
The reason for this is evident in the light of above holistic enunciation of  QOL since only a relative 
satisfaction of physical needs is sufficient to allow emergence and satisfaction of the higher (non physical) 
needs. Thus neither on objective nor on subjective grounds is the hunger for increasing energy consumption 
justified. Clearly energy crisis, and its shadow, the crisis of ecology, are a direct result of confusion 
between the needs and the wants.  
 
6. A HOLISTIC RESPONSE TO THE CRISIS OF 5 Es 
 
A framework of holistic response to the crisis of 5 Es can now be drawn in the light of above discussions, 
and is shown in the influence diagram of Figure 8, where for the sake of clarity all the factors have been so 
defined as to correspond to a + sign on all arrows.  At the centre of the policy is a world wide sustained 
campaign on education in sustainable and ethical living for only this can lead to four fundamental changes 
of immense importance, viz. reduction in wants, willingness to change the life style in consonance with the 
non materialistic world view, acceptance of decentralized production even if it reduces the profits a little, 
and finally a reduction in defence  expenditure of the nation in tune with reduced security threats due to 
change in the world view of people all over the world. Once these four attitudinal changes occur in the 
society, it can release an enormous amount of resources for mitigating the distress of the world’s poor. 
Equity would increase and this would in turn reduce crime and violence which would make it even easier to 
reduce defence expenditure. These four changes also reduce energy consumption in a variety of ways, and 
increase the acceptance of renewable energy sources and various energy conservation measures (which 
often demand a little ‘sacrifice’ of convenience), as indicated in Figure 8.  Some of the strategies, which 
can bring about a quantum change in the energy consumption, are discussed below. 

 i) The success story of green revolution during ’50s to ’90s has been rightly highlighted 
as a great contribution of science since it increased the grain yield by over 250%. Taking a 
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thermodynamic view of this increase, we can say that the energy output of agriculture also 
increased in the same ratio. The second law tells us that this increase could not have come 
without an even larger increase in energy input. As pointed out in  [16], the average energy 
input in modern agriculture is about 50 times that of the traditional agriculture2, the bulk 
increase coming from energy expended in the manufacture of inorganic fertilizer, operation of 
field machinery, for irrigation and transportation. Today humans are actually eating fossil 
fuels, e.g. about 400 gallons of oil equivalent are needed to feed each American [16].Clearly 
shifting to less energy intensive farming practices like modern organic farming [18] can 
substantially reduce the energy requirements in agriculture without any significant reduction 
in the farm output. In fact researchers indicate that it should be possible to have modern 
agricultural yields with zero fossil energy inputs [19]. 
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Figure 8 Responding to the Crisis of  5Es 
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2 FAO document [17]shows that  energy input per unit yield of rice is about 80 times more in USA than in traditional 
method of rice production in Philippines, while its productive yield per ha is about 4.5 time more.  
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 ii) Another insight from thermodynamics is that whenever a living being consumes food bulk 
of the energy released is dissipated to the environment as heat, and only a small fraction 
(typically ~10%) gets stored as new biomass [13]. Thus at each level of the food chain there is 
a multiplying factor of ~10 in energy between the lower and higher level. As a result it can be 
said that the energy load (and so also the water requirement) of supporting meat eaters is at 
least 10 times more than that of vegetarians. The potential of reduction in energy consumption 
(and ecological damage) by switchover to vegetarian diet can be gauged from the fact that 
70% of the food grain produced in USA is actually fed to animals for meat production [20]. 

 iii) Housing is another basic need for which the modern technology uses RCC with fired 
bricks. It is possible to cut the energy needs to 1/10th by building eco-friendly houses in 
bamboo, a plant with remarkably high rate of growth. Colonies of bamboo houses have been 
built in Colombia and many other parts of the world and glimpses of some of these houses can 
be seen on the YouTube [21]. 

 iv) Elimination of energy wasting habits and technologies, which have become almost a part 
of our daily life, can also yield rich dividends. Some of these are: use of bottled water, frozen 
foods, electric geysers, paper towels, international trade in fruit and vegetables (many 
countries import and export millions of tons of the same commodity, see reference [22]) , 
remote controlled electronic gadgets (which continuously leak electric energy even when not 
operational) etc.  

7. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
 
The problems of global climate change and energy security can not be ameliorated in isolation from the 
other nodes in this intricate web of 7Es. To evolve appropriate policy measures for mitigating these 
problems, we need to take into account the feedback loops identified in Figures 3, 4 and 8. The root cause 
of the crisis staring mankind is the lack of effective education in sustainable and ethical living. Therefore, 
technological innovations like improvement in energy efficiency of power plants, engines, lighting systems, 
or development of renewable energy sources etc. -- though extremely important and the need of the hour-- 
can not suffice. Improvement in efficiency of gadgets may only increase their demand resulting in net 
increase in the overall energy consumption. A society addicted to conveniences will not accept renewable 
energy technologies since their use demands some ‘effort’– compare for example, the effort needed in 
preparing food in an automatic electric cooker with that needed to cook food in a solar cooker. 
Implementation of many decentralized technologies demands change in life style and ethical conduct, for 
otherwise even sound technologies would get discredited, as has happened with biogas (and improved 
chulha) programmes in India.  
No amount of technological innovation would solve the problems of intra-national and inter-national 
inequity, which threaten the very social fabric of society; or reduce the defence expenditure which are 
consuming a huge chunk of planet’s resources. The importance of abating inequity is unfortunately not 
fully appreciated by policy makers. We continue to believe, in spite of all the evidence to the contrary, that 
mere economic growth will reduce it through trickle down effect. To reduce inequity, wealth needs to be 
created in a distributed manner by promoting rural industrialization based on micro and medium enterprises 
powered by decentralized renewable sources of energy. If urgent steps are not taken in this direction, the 
‘social climate’, which is already under great strain, may get vitiated to such an extent that equilibrium in 
the society may get disturbed. In thermodynamics we learn the famous Le Chatelier’s principle : If any 
inhomogenity develops in a thermodynamic system in equilibrium, the system would respond in a manner 
that tends to eradicate the original inhomogenity  This law , like all other laws of nature, can be extended 
to social systems with the word ‘inhomogenity’ replaced by inequity. The increasing crime, violence and 
extremism in the society are the attempts of the social system to eradicate the inequity. But we also know 
that if a thermodynamic system becomes unstable, even a minute disturbance can result in set in motion 
processes which change its character altogether – cause a phase change. In social systems, such a phase 
change would imply social turmoil or civil war of the kind we have seen in many nations in the past. 
Reducing inequity should therefore be a prime concern of any sustainable development policy. 
If no effort is done in this direction of education in sustainable and ethical living, the energy ecology crisis 
would aggravate even sooner than current predictions and many of the changes are likely to be forced on us 
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by the circumstances. Thus exhaustion of oil would definitely lead to drastic curtailment, if not stoppage, of 
all international trade (and even travel) for no amount of innovation in nuclear technology would enable us 
to have aero planes / ships working on nuclear power – the risks are just too high for the society to be able 
to ever accept it. Our lifestyles would have to change, but we would all be suffering because of inner 
resistance to these changes. Renewable energy sources, and measures to save energy and water, would be 
forced on us and we would find it hard to accept these due to addiction to ‘conveniences’. If the ethical 
base of the society does not improve, the defence expenditures would keep on rising, the resources 
available for poverty alleviation would reduce, and thus the vicious cycle of increasing inequity – crime 
and violence - defence expenditure (Figure 8) would only tighten the noose in which the society finds itself 
today.  
It is thus imperative for the survival of mankind on this planet that we learn the art of living more with less. 
As beautifully out by Tester et al [23] :There are many activities that bring pleasure with little need for 
materials or commercial energy: looking at a beautiful sunset, listening to music , interacting with friends 
and family, expressing and receiving love and friendship,  reading, sitting quietly, taking a walk , 
practicing whatever spiritual program we may find individually rewarding…….  
A transition to a new set of values is not such a utopia, as it sometimes seems to be. All of us relate within 
our families, to our children our parents, close relatives and friends, with altruism and compassion. We 
only need to widen that circle of compassion to embrace all humanity. Such a transition would ensure that 
mankind would be able to collectively take steps to ensure that the harmful effects of past extravaganza are 
mitigated quickly, and the society switches over to sustainable living paradigm with least distress to all. 
Historically energy transitions have been accompanied with improving ‘quality of life’ through increase in 
physical comfort and reduction of drudgery, energy, ecology crisis is an opportunity to bring about a 
quantum improvement in the ‘quality of life’ through a change in the values.  
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